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Compulocks VESA Glass Mount Bracket with Security Slot Black

Brand : Compulocks Product code: 201MGL

Product name : VESA Glass Mount Bracket with Security
Slot Black

- Comprising Compulocks’ innovative adhesive Hive system and 100x100 VESA wall bracket
- Securely displays any iPad or tablet by combining with our dedicated in-hand/on-stand Magnetix
system
- Simple to install and can be repurposed using a dedicated tool (supplied separately)
- Powerful VHB adhesive pads to fix to glass and other smooth surfaces
100x100 VESA, glass mount
Compulocks VESA Glass Mount Bracket with Security Slot Black. Mobile device type: Tablet/UMPC, Type:
Passive holder, Proper use: Indoor, Product colour: Black

Design

Type * Passive holder
Mobile device type * Tablet/UMPC
Proper use * Indoor
Device mount type * Adhesive pad
Product colour * Black

Ergonomics

VESA mounting

Ergonomics

Maximum VESA mount 100 x 100 mm

Weight & dimensions

Width 114.3 mm
Depth 22.6 mm
Height 114.3 mm

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
Stickers included
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